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Abstract—This article attempts to place the dis-
cussion of cyberwarfare in terms familiar to military
commanders, planners, practitioners, and students.
Presenting the concepts in these common terms
facilitates discussion on the usage of cyber capa-
bilities in support of national/military ends, while
drawing distinctions between conventional opera-
tions and their cyber counterparts. The intent is to
demystify cyber-means for military professionals,
while demonstrating its operational relevance and
considerations associated with their employment.
Ideally, by describing functional parallels between
traditional military operations and cyber activities,
baseline considerations may be drawn that sup-
port a more informed discussion of strategy in
the information age. Moreover, discussing cyber
capabilities in an operational context should assist
in identifying opportunities for employment, leading
to the operationalization of cyber capabilities, and
making those capabilities applicable to more than
Combatant Commanders. The paper relates cyber
considerations in terms of Defend, Reinforce, At-
tack, Withdraw, Delay, and Employ Restricted Capa-
bilities (DRAW-DE), making the topic more broadly
relevant to military practitioners. This work makes
use of commonly accessible examples, rudimentary
military concepts, and established references from
the realm of cyber conflict. While network defense
operations carry their own level of specific con-
siderations, an inability to discuss network consid-
erations in terms of traditional military operations
has created some difficulties in planning and exe-
cution. By framing network operations in terms of
their effects vis-à-vis traditional military operations,
and then identifying the underlying concepts that
restrict their use, the intent is to place the field
of study in accessible terms. By placing network
operations in accessible terms, they should be
more broadly embraced as operationally relevant to
Commanders and planners alike, and their consid-
erations will be more easily folded into traditional
actions. The article is based on studies conducted
at the Anthony G. Oettinger School at NIU, and
founded on years of experience in matters appro-
priate to the field of study. The views expressed
do not reflect the official policy or position of the
National Intelligence University, the Department of
Defense, the U.S. Intelligence Community, or the
U.S. Government.
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1. DRAW-DE M A
The obsession with the role of computer net-

works as a means of enabling combat is prob-
lematic. It is hard to deny that computers can be
used to create intended consequences for others.
Nevertheless, cyber capabilities stand in sharp
contrast to conventional weapons in both develop-
ment and employment. Because of the challenges
associated with cyber considerations, conversa-
tions on cyber enabled information operations
quickly mire in abstraction and frustration. Ideally,
by drawing functional parallels between traditional
military operations and cyber activities, baseline
considerations may be drawn that support a more
informed discussion of strategy in the information
age. Moreover, discussing cyber capabilities in
an operational context should assist in identifying
opportunities for employment, leading to the op-
erationalization of cyber capabilities, and making
those capabilities applicable to more than Com-
batant Commanders. Thus far most commentaries
on cyber capabilities and conflict have gravitated
toward the idea of deterrence, implying that cyber
capabilities are largely strategic in nature. This has
had the effect of driving the discussion toward ab-
straction, detracting from the sense that cyber ca-
pabilities could have real operational implications.
Placing cyber considerations in terms of Defend,
Reinforce, Attack, Withdraw, Delay, and Employ
Restricted Capabilities (e.g. DRAW-DE) focus can
be shifted away from the abstraction of deterrence,
making the topic more broadly relevant to military
practitioners. By embracing cyber as operationally
relevant within the Department of Defense, light
can be shed on an exposed flank allowing Com-
manders, planners, and military professionals to
better address the associated implications.

2. D
Network defense is the most easily accessible

concept within the cyber realm, largely because
most people are readily aware of the threat to
their personal data posed by malware. While it
is easy to think of network defense in terms of
external threats, cyber defense has the added
challenge of addressing the threat posed from
within (Durbin 2014; Zetter 2015). It has been
reasonably established that, whether intentional or
not, cyber crime is routinely enabled by poor se-
curity practices on the part of the individual. These
poor practices constitute a constant insider threat
as malicious actors wait in the wings to exploit



opportunities offered by inattentive actions. This is
what separates cyber defense activities from con-
ventional defense operations; the constant state
of preparedness that must be associated with
cyber defense. Where conventional defense op-
erations demand enormous attention during war,
in peacetime they are largely relegated to an
afterthought. Meanwhile, the constant demand for
network connectivity in support of day-to-day op-
erations spanning the globe creates a continuous
perimeter demanding defense, both during war
and in peacetime. Under conventional conditions,
a strong defense is supported by two principle
characteristics: a collective sense of security and
physical observation of the defensive area. With
the risk of life or limb at stake, everyone becomes
readily aware of the potential risks posed, and
immediately readies to ensure the safety of the
collective. This results in a tendency to collec-
tively hold others accountable for their inattentive
nature, given the perceived risk to self. Similarly,
the ability to see the defensive perimeter or ob-
serve poor practices aids in the speedy address of
shortfalls in a defensive posture. In terms of cyber
defense none of this is readily true. Rarely does
the collective feel as though their safety is at risk
because of a poor password or lax network prac-
tices of others (AP 2014), and few people are in
a position to observe risky behavior on a network.
Unfortunately because of these failings the news is
routinely filled with reports like the Sony intrusion
or the OPM breach (Rushe, 2015). The paradox
of conflict under conditions of informationalization
(Xinhua, 2015) is that the adage of ’the best
defense is a good offense’ may no longer be true.
Open networks create conditions that are ripe for
exploitation, which in turn undermines the ability
to launch any offensive measures later. Effectively
network defense becomes the information opera-
tions version of forward presence patrols at sea
to facilitate freedom of access. Without the ability
to make free use of the network supporting oper-
ations, all network-enabled military activities are
hampered. Consequently by prioritizing network
defense the freedom of maneuver is protected,
fostering all subsequent operations.

3. R ...
R

While the ’R’ in DRAW-DE is traditionally Re-
inforce, in terms of cyber capabilities Reconnais-
sance may be more befit. Historically the ability to
move reinforcements has been assured by either
dominance over the given battlespace, or by the
uncontested nature of the space easing the move
of reinforcements. This has allowed the shift of
assets necessary to support a selected opera-
tional arm during conventional operations. On the
other hand, freedom of movement as associated
with information operations is more akin to the
uninterrupted use of the information space. This
then suggests that reinforcing a problem area in a

network may be likened to shifting personnel to
address a network security issue. Unfortunately
while personnel can be shifted to address a net-
work security problem, it has been established that
the law of diminishing returns applies to IT matters
(Korsunsky & Korsunsky, 2012). This undercuts
the idea that information operations can be re-
inforced in a traditional sense. Then again, rein-
forcement as conducted by information operations
is arguably a viable concept. This assumes that,
vice a short term inject of capability, information
operations are used as a supporting arm to a given
operation or unit. Unfortunately given the back-
ground support and the general understanding of
the target necessary for information operations to
be successful, this version of Reinforcement may
be the wrong operational parallel for use in the cy-
ber version of DRAW-DE. In keeping the idea that
Reconnaissance may be a better representation
in terms of network security is offered.

Network defenders routinely monitor activity as
a means of providing security to the operating
space. While this activity could be likened to a
defensive security patrol, by moving to actively
identify the source of suspicious activity the action
may be likened to reconnaissance via network
exploitation. Much like during conventional oper-
ations, the skills necessary to identify suspicious
activity on a network are generally less demanding
than the follow-on step of threat attribution. The
shift from routine observation to the more demand-
ing identification of both a potential threat and its
source leads to the use of reconnaissance as a
parallel. The second order benefit to identifying
reconnaissance via network exploitation as the ’R’
in this discussion of DRAW-DE is in highlighting
its value to the Commander as a decision maker.
During conventional operations, Commanders are
accustomed to planning for reconnaissance as
a means of developing their environment. Sim-
ilarly, when illicit actors are targeting computer
networks, they begin by conducting network ex-
ploitation activities as a means of developing their
operating environment. This development of the
cyber environment takes time if it’s intended to go
undetected, and more time if the network has yet
to be adequately portrayed. While much is made of
an identified intrusion when discovered or reported
in the media, little attention has been invested in
the network exploitation necessary to facilitate that
intrusion. If cyber capabilities are going to ever
become operationally relevant, Commanders and
planners will need to embrace and anticipate the
reconnaissance aspect of cyber in support of their
objectives.

4. A

What constitutes a cyber attack is a contested
matter. Because there are no established interna-
tional norms for computer activity, cyber intrusions
are traditionally handled in terms of domestic law



appropriate to the effected country. This effec-
tively establishes what is understood as ’a cyber
attack’ as a domestic crime, vice an attack in
the conventional sense. Efforts have been made
to establish international norms but, while these
recommended norms create a viable framework,
they have yet to be embraced by members of
the UN Security Council or broadly inducted into
national policy measures. The definition of attack
for this discussion will be drawn from the Tallinn
Manual (Schmitt, 2013), the international law ef-
fort to address cyber warfare as supported by
NATO. As established within the manual, a cyber
attack is constituted by an action that specifically
results in physical destruction. This means that
the defacement of websites or a Distributed De-
nial of Service (DDOS) does not constitute an
attack. Moreover, while the loss of data during
the Sony hack would constitute a crime, it would
not constitute an attack unless there was physical
damage done to the network or its computers. In
keeping perhaps the best example of a legitimate
cyber attack would be the attacks on the German
steel works that resulted in physical damage to
the plant (Zetter, 2015; Becker, 2015). Framing a
cyber attack as only including actions that result
in physical damage at a selected site muddies
the field because, by this definition, most actions
commonly referred to as cyber attacks aren’t. Most
cyber actions create effects that range from the
destruction of data (e.g. the Sony Hack) to the loss
of service (e.g. the DDOS that preceded actions
in the Crimea), both of which ’feel’ as though they
should be classified as an attack. Because the
definition set within the Tallinn Manual was based
on Law of Armed Conflict, limits were established
on what would constitute an attack in keeping with
the definition of an attack within conventional oper-
ations. To this end cyber activities more often take
on characteristics that parallel delay operations
or area denial activities when measured against
traditional military operations.

5. D
Considering ”delay” suggests that, by taking an

effects based approach to defining capabilities,
cyber actions have more in common with suppres-
sive fires than they do with conventional attacks.
Based purely on effects on the battlespace, the
inability to make use of the information space due
to hostile actions is tantamount to suppressive fire.
Much like a machine gun raked field, a region or
element affected by a DDOS finds itself restricted
in its actions and unable to make full use of normal
capabilities. Similarly the use of disinformation or
propaganda may be likened to the use of chaff
and flare, given their ability to detract from target
acquisition . Both of these actions result in a denial
of capability hence their association with the tra-
ditional Delay actions within DRAW-DE, and this
may be the great lesson in observing the effects
of cyber actions: that the majority of active cyber

actions principally function as delaying actions. In
conventional terms a delaying operation will not
destroy an army, but it may slow it long enough for
opposition elements to better position themselves
and as a result the delay might contribute to the
overall victory by weakening the delayed force. If
cyber operations most closely mirror delay opera-
tions, it then follows that a cyber threat may pose
dire consequences but those consequences are
influential, and not existential in their own right.
At the national or theater level, the compromise
of a system by cyber means could upset the
normal function of the targeted network/system.
But this weakening would not constitute an exis-
tential threat because the physical infrastructure
still exists, creating the opportunity to reconsti-
tute the capability on a shorter timeline than if
the infrastructure was destroyed. The traditional
examples of a high-level cyber attacks center on
the collapse of national infrastructure, typically the
power grid or communications networks. It should
be noted that while costly in the short term, cyber
effects against either network resulting in the loss
of function would constitute a draw on resources
or a weakening the collective, but would not in-
herently imply the collapse of a nation, society,
or military. Effectively both delaying actions and
cyber actions are perhaps best described in terms
of an infection. Much like a cold or a low grade
infection, they may weaken a healthy body but
they may not have any long term repercussions
if they occur alone. Unfortunately much like a low
grade infection, if associated with a higher threat
to the system, the system could collapse. In terms
of information actions this can be demonstrated by
the spread of extremist ideologies in North Africa,
a political environment that was already suffering.
While the extremist ideologies were problematic,
when introduced to a political climate that was
already unstable they capitalized on the state’s
inability to respond in an appropriate manner.
Even though the respective states still exist, their
societies are suffering the effects of delayed gov-
ernment functionality and the subsequent weak-
ening of the state.

6. W
While military concerns surrounding cyber ac-

tivities may gravitate toward the effects associ-
ated with Attack or Delay, in terms of traditional
military operations Withdrawal may in fact be the
most prevalent recognizable cyber activity. This
assertion is built on the idea that most reported
cyber incidents center on intrusion followed by
the theft of data. It is this planned withdrawal
of data that has had the most far reaching and
broadly recognizable implications (Reuters, 2013;
Schechter, 2014). Even absent attribution (Moss,
2012), the admission that networks were compro-
mised creates enough doubt to justify reallocation
of assets to protect interests. Beyond the initial
draw on resources associated with the loss of



data and personnel allocated to address the com-
promise, the compromise/withdrawal lends itself
to the second order effects. These potential sec-
ond order effects include the uncertainty created
by the compromise and the potential for subse-
quent events which, while well short of a terror
attack, detracts from attention to on-going events.
While network intrusion is more classically an
act of espionage presenting a counter-intelligence
threat, in terms of planning for military operations
network intrusion is effectively a raid. Raids are
conventional attacks with an intended objective,
and critically a planned withdrawal. So assuming
that every intrusion has an intended objective,
and based on the lack of physical destruction
associated with cyber intrusion, network intrusion
may be equated to a raid and hence its association
with a Withdrawal. During a raid the withdrawing
force may lose its foothold, but it retains its ability
to operate. Similarly network intrusion for theft of
information assumes that the threat actor will not
retain access to the system, but will achieve the
goal of continuing operations.

7. E R C
In conventional operations, this option always

implies a level of desperation because of its
poisonous nature. The ability to potentially inflict
friendly casualties with this course of action and
the political blow-back associated with these op-
tions have historically ensured that the decision to
employ these tactics are restricted to the highest
echelons of command. In the information envi-
ronment, the clearest parallel would be a disin-
formation campaign, given its potential to create
negative repercussions or adversely affect unin-
tended populations. Given the potential to under-
cut an effort’s standing by putting out intentionally
bad information and having it discovered by the
population, disinformation is poorly regarded in
western culture even if seemingly embraced by
others (Ash, 2015).

8. W
For all the parallels between cyber actions and

traditional military operations, things begin to fall
apart once you move beyond the intended effects.
The traditional military operations supported by
DRAW-DE are largely built around kinetic effects,
and these hinge on the idea that at velocity, metal
will likely puncture the intended target. Because
a criminal intending to illicitly access a targeted
system, i.e. JP Morgan (Bradley, 2014), has to
be familiar with the system they intend to exploit,
the considerations change. Network exploitation
isn’t a matter of knowing that you need an anti-
tank weapon for an armored vehicle; broadly it’s a
matter of designing a custom weapon specifically
for the intended target. While there are network
intrusion means that are well known, networks
that are well defended and maintained demand

more precise targeting in order to have the de-
sired effects while remaining undetected. This is
important in the context of military thought and
cyber/information operations. There is no 5.56mm
round equivalent, or one size fits all approach to
operations. There are brute force actions that can
be undertaken, but these are inherently detectable
and will be met with resistance. Accepting the
idea that by selecting cyber means to go after an
organization the intent is to ensure effects without
incurring detection, then the means employed will
be shaped in response to the targeted network.
In the context of the Lockheed Martin or JP
Morgan attacks, this means that the perpetrators
had completed an extensive reconnaissance of
the targeted organization/network, and employed
tactics specific to that target. Now imagine crafting
a service rifle, but knowing that as soon as it was
detected as being employed on the battlefield that
within 90 days the opposition would be able to
render it useless. How fast would that weapon be
employed? How long would it be held in reserve?
What if the weapon had a shelf life? What if the
weapon exploited a weakness in the opposition’s
armor, but it was assumed that the weakness
could eventually be discovered by the opposition?
How would this change the employment of that
service rifle? Alternately, how much time would
you invest in your own armor if you knew that by
’patching’ it periodically it would limit the likelihood
that it could be compromised? Would you lose that
five minutes a week? Would you hold others ac-
countable for not patching their kit and potentially
exposing the rest of the unit?

9. E B O
There is a common insistence that the infor-

mation space touches everything which creates
the sense that it should then be available in
support of tactical operations. Unfortunately, most
conversations centering on cyber actions or infor-
mation operations are conducted with a high level
of abstraction, and this has generally detracted
from the idea of cyber actions as operationally
relevant. While network defense operations carry
their own level of specific considerations, an inabil-
ity to discuss network considerations in terms of
traditional military operations has created a draw
on the implications associated. By framing net-
work operations in terms of their effects vis-à-vis
traditional military operations, and then identifying
the underlying concepts that restrict their use, the
intent was to place a field of study in accessible
terms. By placing network operations in accessible
terms ideally they are more broadly embraced
as operationally relevant to Commanders and
planners alike, and their considerations are more
easily folded into traditional actions. Kevin Black
the pseudonym for a member of the U.S. Marine
Corps and an Intelligence Professional with 20
years’ experience in his field. He is a graduate of
the National Intelligence University’s Anthony G.
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ligence. Dr. Michael W. David is a faculty member
of the National Intelligence University’s Anthony
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